Jon Gnagy – America's Art Teacher

Radio –– Mirror, 1948
Television Section
If television entrepreneurs received service stripes
for every six months of “on camera” duty, the sleeve of
Jon Gnagy's bold yellow-and-black plaid shirt would
now display six stripes.
Gnagy isn't the type of guy who would let little
things like pneumonia and a temperature of 104 degrees stop him from doing his duty for the television
audience and he refuses to break his record as the
longest continuous show on television, dating back to
1946.
Last October, under the watchful eyes of a doctor
and a nurse, Jon Gnagy's show You Are An Artist became the first show to ever be telecast from a hospital
ward. In this case, it was Gnagy himself who insisted
“The show must go on,” and that, either sick or well,
he had to be in his usual Wednesday evening spot at
7:30 EST.
And that's why his viewers saw him via a WPTZ mobile unit set up at Temple University Hospital in Philadelphia, propped up in a wheelchair, with his familiar
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drawing board in front of him, assisted by his directorwriter Don Hirst, and surrounded by a class of his fellow-patients.
Even Gnagy's physician got into the act, turning
out a rather neat sketch during the special twentyminute program.
Seven days later, still a little weak and wobbly but
with plenty of spirit, Gnagy was back in his regular
WNBT studio setting in New York's Radio City.
While it may seem odd to some folks, this all fits in
with Gnagy's idea that art is, indeed, a form of therapy. When asked why he began his television classes
in the first place, he explained, “To reach more people
and to give them the pleasure of discovering that they
really can enjoy learning to draw. To show them that a
hobby of this sort can take their minds off their problems and give their bodies a chance to relax and become well.”
Mr. Gnagy knows exactly how much that can mean
to a patient, too. Some years ago, after suffering a
nervous breakdown –– which caused him to forfeit his
commercial art career –– he spent seven months in a
sanitarium. “Even though I was ill, I continued with
my drawing,” he explained, “and I let nature have a
chance to do her healing work on me.”
A gradual convalescence also provided him with the
chance to study the principles and mechanics of drawing more carefully.
And now, viewers working at home, in front of a
television screen, are encouraged to draw complete
compositions right from the start, just as pupils in his
school at New Hope, Pennsylvania, are taught. They
may not turn out very good pictures at first, but they
do turn out complete creative efforts, and that's the
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whole point of the drawing classes. It embraces the
concept of “full emersion” in the drawing exercise.
When Gnagy chalks in his title, You Are an Artist on
his easel at the beginning of each show and then turns
from his drawing board to the television audience, they
can look right back at his image on the screen and
agree, “Yes, I am,”
The viewers in his television classroom, out there in
“television land,” seem to be as prolific in writing as
they are in drawing, too, considering the volume of
mail he receives. A little over a year ago, even when
television sets were much smaller in number, he
offered a free drawing pencil to every viewer who sent
him one of their drawings. In response, NBC received
the greatest deluge of letters they had ever seen, from
five different states, and more than a thousand in
number. Many of the letter writers tell him their new
found hobby is leading them to a full-blown career in
commercial art. Many others send their drawings requesting positive criticism. As any other good friend
would do, Gnagy answers every one of them personally.
One of the problems with other “art programs” is
that they don't seem to be able to keep from being
“static” in nature. Gnagy, on the other hand, keeps his
classes lively in several ways. He creates a drawing
from scratch on a blank piece of paper right before
your eyes, explaining the reason for every mark and
stroke he puts on the paper. His delivery is simple,
quiet, and friendly. On some programs, he will show a
masterpiece painting borrowed from a well known museum (heavily guarded, of course) and give an art lesson on both the painting and the artist.
On a recent telecast, he displayed and talked about
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one of the ballet subjects painted by the famous artist
Degas, also explaining that the “s” sound was, indeed,
pronounced because the spelling of the name had
been changed from “Degaz” and the original pronunciation is retained.
Generous almost to a fault, Gnagy saves all of the
black chalk demonstration sketches he makes on the
program and auctions them off for the benefit of the
Damon Runyan Cancer Fund. A recent auction of the
accumulation of eighteen months of work brought in
an average of six dollars for each drawing.
At the age of seventeen, when Jon was the selftaught illustrator for his school newspaper in Kansas,
he was asked to do a newspaper rendering of a “gusher” oil well. His work was noticed by a local petroleum
company and, as a result, he was offered a job as a
commercial artist for the company. This entry-level job
led to another and then another and, eventually, he
became an advertising art director in New York City,
specializing in poster and package design.
It was then that his nervous breakdown occurred
and during his convalescence period, he was able to
utilize the time to give severe consideration and deliberation to his career. He began the process of “thinking
out” a new approach to art and art instruction.
In case you've ever wondered about his Van Dyke
beard, it does not come from an artistic bent. Instead,
it's a result of his Mennonite background, although it
does provide him with an “Old Master” appearance,
which is quite useful to an artist.
But, don't be fooled; Gnagy is certainly modern
enough in his artistic endeavors to realize the value of
such an appearance on the new medium of television.
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Motion-Picture Daily, 1946
Gulf Oil Sponsors Video Show
The Gulf Oil Company has signed to sponsor Jon
Gnagy's program over NBC's television station WNBT,
Thursdays at 9 P.M., EST, it is announced here by
Reynold R. Kraft, sales manager for the NBC television
department.

Broadcasting –– Telecasting, 1950
Doubleday & Company Sponsors Art Show
Doubleday & Company, New York (book publisher),
sponsors You Are an Artist on NBC-TV Tuesday,
11:00-11:15 p.m. for promotion of the book You Are an
Artist, by Jon Gnagy. Mr. Gnagy also appears on his
own show. Agency: Huber, Hoge, & Company, New
York.
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